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Abstract

This study aims to examine the right model in the arrangement of village head elections after the stipulation of Law No. 6 year 2014 on Village. This research is a normative law research by laws, historical, and conceptual approach. The result shows that a direct and simultaneous election model shall be the solution for the next Village Head Election. Simultaneous election model is designed since it is philosophically considered to make efficiency of the Village Head Elections, in terms of efficiency of budget, time and effort. The principle of this policy is an attempt to create a more equitable simultaneous democratization to minimize the chances of cheating. Since if the elections were not held simultaneously, it would give chance to the outsider to involve. The simultaneous election requires a coherent policy. This coherence will produce an effective synchronization of all types of elections implementation in Indonesia.
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Introduction

According to Zakaria in Wahjudin Sumpeño, village is a group of human who live together or in particular territory which organize their administration through a set of regulations and is governed by a village head who is chosen and appointed by themselves. Meanwhile, village according to R. H. Unang Soenardjo, as written by Hanif Nurcholis, is the community unity based on custom and adat law who settled within particular territory and boundaries; shares strong emotional bonds, either due to descendants or common political, economic, social and security interests; has a self-chosen board; has certain amount of wealth and has the right to organize their domestic affairs.
Constitution 1945 does not regulate village but governs adat law community unity as stated in Article 18 B paragraph (2). Village government is held based on Law Number 32 Year 2004, specifically Chapter XI, then amended by Law Number 6 Year 2014 on Village, Article 1-95 and Article 112-122. Law Number 6 Year 2014 made Article 18 B paragraph (2) as the constitutional basis.3 The enactment of Law Number 6 Year 2005 is expected to bring a new paradigm in development, changes the perspective of development that economic prosperity is not always identical with city or urban areas. Instead, it must start from the village to develop Indonesia since village is the foremost part of the effort of development which is derived from community initiatives, to achieve prosperity, justice and sustainability.4 Of many issues regulated in Law Number 6 Year 2004, it is interesting to observe the village head election for this is the one’s starting point who meets the requirements to be a village head. Likewise, it is the starting point for village development and governance. Village head election is a form of democracy in village. Generally democracy means the government from, by and to people.5

Village head election has been regulated in law, yet it still causes many conflicts in the implementation such as money politic practice, voters vote manipulation, even conflicts among villages. Therefore, it needs a model of village head election implementation which hopefully can minimize the negative practices in the field.

Based on the afore-mentioned background, the paper discusses law arrangement model of village head election based on Law Number 6 Year 2014 on Village.

Research Methods
This is a normative law research which sets law as the structure of norm system. Norm system here means principles, norms, and rule derived from legislations.6 This research uses laws, historic and conceptual approaches. This research reviewed/analyzed secondary data, especially materials of primary law in the form of law on village head election.

Discussion
General election is a tool for implementing people’s sovereignty which is held directly, publicly, freely, secretly, truthfully and fairly in Republic of Indonesia based on Pancasila and Constitution of 1945.7 The implementation of democracy party through general election and the law system in Indonesia is as the embodiment of democracy. The implementation of general election cannot be separated from citizen, because that is citizen’s constitutional rights to choose or be chosen.8 One of the form of democracy party in the lower level is village head election. It seems the model of Village Head Election in Law Number 6 Year 2014 is similar to those of general election regime, likewise, the regulation of general election for president and/or vice-president and governor election that is done directly and simultaneously.

The writer believes that the model of direct and simultaneous village head election is a good model to apply in the future. Simultaneous election is made because it is philosophically believed to give efficiencies such as budget,
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time and energy efficiency since it can be done in one time to choose the head. This principle of policy tries to do fair democracy simultaneously to minimize unfair play. If it is not done so, outsiders can break in. The simultaneous election requires an integrated policy. In return, it can synchronize those things to achieve an effectiveness of all kinds of election organization.

Based on the research, the advantages of simultaneous village head election are explained as follows. Firstly, time efficiency. The main spirit of simultaneous general election, either central or regional level is election efficiency especially time efficiency, because it takes place at once.

Secondly, benefit for national interest. Besides the efficiency, the simultaneous village head election basically will give benefit for national interest. The relatively similar position in range will build a synergy in system of planning development between central and regional ones. Moreover, this type of election enables the chosen village head inauguration to be done at the same time by a mayor/regent.

Third, cost-saving. Simultaneous village head election started from the idea to save the election budget which always seems so illogical. The high cost of the elections is also considered as starting point of corruptions done by some village heads. Accordingly, the simultaneous election will save the cost since it is conducted at the same time and charged to province or regency local government budget.

Fourth, more structured implementation. The simultaneous elections will make the implementation more structured because its mechanism has been ruled structurally in village law as well as the national and regional elections.

Fifth, The changing of established democratic culture. More importantly, this new method of election will build new democratic culture to villagers. All this time, villagers used to elect village head directly with unclear mechanism/or regulations. Thus, with the structured mechanism, stages and principle are similar to national and regional elections, consequently, this culture will automatically change. The culture that initially did not use structured mechanism now applies ruled mechanism which is governed in law.

Sixth, Political stability. Since every village in any subdistrict has the same code of conduct of election, it will restrain any potential conflict. Conflict in village head elections often occur due to misinterpretation of code of conduct. Hence, local government set out the same code of conduct for all village which will hold head of village elections and to facilitate all of people to understand the code of conduct to avoid misinterpretation. By doing so, political stability will be reached.

Seventh, it reduces any betting or gambling which is commonly done in every village head elections years ago. Money politics is commonly found during campaign period. Yet, the Ministry Home Affairs Decree Number 112 Year 2014 on campaign implementation has ruled that campaign may be in form of: limited meetings, face to face meeting, dialogs, campaign dissemination, setting up campaign property in other place determined by election committee, and other activities which do not violate the law. It will minimize money politics because there is restriction in campaign and punishment for any candidate who breaks the rule of campaign.

Eighth, beneficial for the committee to organize the election. Uniformity of code of conduct made by regency or city government for all village will facilitate election committee in organizing village head elections. It should be noted the most important thing is the shared understanding among committees concerning about the regulations or order in election. Therefore, local government should socialize the new regulations in village law concerning about implementation stages of village head election.

Ninth, facilitating regency or subdistrict steering committee in directing village head election committee. Steering committee will be much assisted in directing the village head election committee for taking place at once.

Tenth, easier to government to control the election. Since village head elections can be done in one time, it enables regency/city gover-
ment to do monitoring conveniently. It should consider the adequacy of supervisors to monitor the election since it takes place at the same time.

Apart from its advantages, practically there are several obstacles encountered by several regencies including: First, unclear regulation. There are several unclear things to be ruled, such as the absence of detailed rule when any candidate is not satisfied with election result, and there is no exact authorized institution to settle an election result dispute which created various problem. Law Number 6 Year 2014 stipulates that village head election disputes will be solved by regent or mayor. This potentially will not solve the problem for it is not in accordance with village autonomy. Admission of the right of villager origin principle which accommodates as independence principle in village law is not applied in Articles. As evidence, there is a regency/city government intervention in settling the dispute which should be given to village head through discussion. Moreover, conflict potentially recurs as the election finished.

Second, By simultaneous village head election, there will be many village head officers who should be officially appointed because lots of village head’s terms of office ended before simultaneous election takes place. It will influence legitimacy and local government performance for certain period of time.

Third, regency/city government workload increases. The election is imposed to regency/city government by establishing election district committee though village election committee has been already formed. Since it is regency government’s responsibility, the regency/city committee starts their work from all plan stages of regency/ city election, facilitating the procurement of ballots until evaluating and reporting the election process.

Besides, there is another obstacle affecting village head election. It is stipulation of Constitutional Court Decree Number 128/PUU-XII/2015, which examines Article 33 section g and Article 50 section (1) c Law Number 6 year 2014, since those articles contradict with Article 28C section (2) Constitution 1945. Those articles oblige the candidate must live at least one year in the village and village officer is required a high school graduate. Those two requirement looks discriminative for they block the opportunity of villagers who were lower than high school graduate to be village head candidate or village officer. Court considers that direct village head election by villagers and the hiring of village officers must not require domicile in local village which is in accordance with the spirit of Article 28C section (2) constitution 1945.

Village status in village law is even re-emphasized as inseparable part from local government organization structure. Village regulation product is also emphasized as a part of regulation law which runs the government function. It means, village becomes the lowest part of government functions legally. Therefore, the village head election and officers should not be restricted by requirement of being registered as resident and living at least one year before election registration. For court, this reason is in line with local government regime in order to choose village head and deputy village head that do not give requirements about domicile or residing in local area.

The writer thinks that this matter will eliminate institutional design of village recognition as it is mandated by Indonesian constitution. Recognition means to recognize and respect identity, mores, institution, and local wisdom as the form of action for cultural justice. Based on constitution’s mandate, either state, private parties, economic agents, or third parties must recognize and respect the existence of village as adat law community. In this case, the existence of village covers the origin right of region either it is ascribed or developing local initiative, government, regulation or local institution, local institutions, cultural identity, the unity of society, village initiative, and village resources.

That Constitutional Court’s decision enables those who do not originally come from the village to be village head. The village will be built by those who do not know the condition of
the village well. Recognition principle cannot be separated from subsidiarity principle. Subsidiarity principle gives authority to the village to regulate, organize, and manage village problems in local way. By this principle, the village can determine direction and policy of its development by its own plan. Regarding those two principles, village-based development becomes the most crucial thing. Nowadays village is not merely representative of state in regulating the development authoritatively; it is not only as catalyst of government’s projects either from Ministry/Institution, Regional Government, or even foreign aids. The governmental system in village is implemented under the direction of head village who represents society in order to build good relationship both internally and externally; therefore, the prospective village heads who know the condition of village well and have good relationship with society are required. If the position of village head is held by those who do not fulfill the requirements, the development of village is hard to be conducted. Identity and local wisdom of the village will be difficult to be maintained since they are not held by local people.

By not fully focusing on the existing weaknesses, the model of direct and simultaneous Village Head Election will accommodate several improvement of village governance. Besides, it aims to avoid or minimalize the negative factors in its implementation by considering the implementation of previous Village Head Elections. For the next, it is expected that Law Number 6 Year 2014 keeps maintaining the model of Village Head Election which is conducted simultaneously by rearranging several substances like regulating educational requirement for prospective village heads.

The prospective village heads are required to have educational background at least Junior High School and/or equivalent. However, the educational requirement for prospective village heads should be minimally Senior High School and/or equivalence in order to be consistent with ideal law political direction in the Preamble of Indonesian Constitution of 1945 which aims to educate the life of people. It is further explained in Article 31 Section 2 of Indonesian Constitution of 1945 which states that every citizen has the obligation to undertake basic education for twelve years. Village head who has higher educational background can conduct the development of village by utilizing his or her potentials. Therefore, he or she can enhance the prosperity of the village as an effort to eradicate poverty in the village.

Besides, the mechanism of dispute settlement needs to be regulated. There is no detailed regulation yet if there are candidates who are unsatisfied with the result of the Village Head Election; moreover, there is no specific institution that handles the conflict in Village Head Election. In Ministerial Regulation of Home Affairs Number 112 Year 2014, it has been regulated that if the dispute in an election happens, it can be reported to Regent, then Regent will make decision for the problem. However, village head is supposed to be a central in political context; hence, dispute settlement of Village Head Election cannot be handed over to the executive or the independent team. There must be specific institution that will be given an authority to handle the conflict.

Regional Regulation particularly Regent Regulation as the executor of Regional Regulation is necessarily composed to carefully regulate the simultaneous Village head election. For example, in General Explanation of Village Law, it explains that simultaneous Village head election considers the number of villages and financial capability imposed to Regional Government Budget of regency/city, so the implementation is probably done through several phases. As the result of this policy implementation, there will be Village Head who resigns before the tenure of office is expired. Therefore, in Regional Reg-
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ulation, there must be a regulation concerning compensation of Village Head who resigns or dismissed before the tenure of office is expired. If there is no such regulation, the potential problems may arises.

Conclusion
The Model of Village Head Election in Law Number 6 Year 2014 is done simultaneously or through several phases. Simultaneous means that Village Head Election is conducted on the same day in all villages of Regency/City by considering the number of villages and financial capability. On the other hand, it is done through several phases in order to harmonize the office tenure of village heads by grouping the expired tenure office of Village Heads in Regency/City; thus, in the future it will be harmonious. This kind of election model is recommended to be the solution of the next Village Head Election since it can accommodate several improvements of village governance. Moreover, it can avoid or minimize negative factors in its implementation by considering the implementation of previous Village Head Election. Besides, there will be many advantages instead of disadvantages if this kind of simultaneous election is implemented.

Suggestion
Simultaneous Village head election is a new concept. Therefore, two basic tools are required namely clear regulation regarding the process and clear regulation and institution for coping with any potential problems in the end of the process. In simultaneous Village head election, money politics is somewhat inevitable. There are no practitioners such as NGO and any related parties that have prepared themselves to conduct massive control. It will be better if the government prepares the regulation starting from the implementation until the result before simultaneous Village head election is conducted. Hence, simultaneous Village head election will run smoothly as planned.
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